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In the rapidly evolving world of GenAI, it is difficult to create enterprise-grade, LLM-powered applications 
and integrations that meet security, governance and compliance requirements without help from 
programmers and data scientists. Not anymore!

Introducing GenAI Builder
GenAI Builder from SnapLogic empowers everyone to create GenAI-powered applications and automations 
without coding, in turn freeing up data scientists to work on more challenging tasks. GenAI Builder allows 
enterprises to easily store their knowledge in vector databases and create powerful GenAI solutions 
that augment LLMs with relevant enterprise-specific knowledge, a framework also known as retrieval 
augmented generation (RAG). GenAI Builder accelerates business by providing a toolkit to enable users 
to create departmental Q&A bots, add LLM-powered search to portals, automate processes involving 
documents, and more.

SnapLogic GenAI Builder

Build LLM-powered Apps in Minutes

GenAI Builder empowers business users to create 
custom LLM-powered workflows without coding. 
Whether your HR department needs a question-
and-answer workflow for employee benefits, your 
legal team needs a contract redlining solution, 
or your analysts need a research report analysis 
engine, GenAI Builder provides the tools and 
flexibility to build it all.

Automate IDP

GenAI Builder can extract valuable data from 
invoices, purchase orders, resumes, insurance 
claims, loan applications, and other unstructured 
sources — automatically. GenAI Builder’s 
intelligent document processing (IDP) solution 
leverages the power of LLMs to automate tedious 
document-centric processes, freeing up your 
team for higher value work.

LLM-powered No-code Application Development and 
Automation Simplified

Boost Productivity

Empower your knowledge workers with the 
ability to automatically and reliably summarize 
reports and articles, quickly find answers, and 
extract valuable insights from unstructured 
data. GenAI Builder’s no-code approach allows 
anyone to leverage the power of AI to automate 
tedious portions of their work, regardless of their 
technical expertise.

https://www.snaplogic.com
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SnapLogic is the leader in generative integration. As a pioneer in AI-led integration, the SnapLogic Platform accelerates digital 
transformation across the enterprise and empowers everyone to integrate faster and easier. Whether automating business 
processes, democratizing data, or delivering digital products and services, SnapLogic enables you to simplify your technology 
stack and take your enterprise further. Thousands of enterprises around the globe rely on SnapLogic to integrate, automate and 
orchestrate the flow of data across their business. Join the generative integration movement at snaplogic.com.
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GenAI Builder Solution
The GenAI Builder is a complete solution for enterprises to build LLM-powered applications and 
automations. Solution includes:

Sign up for a custom demo today at snaplogic.com/request-demo

 y Vector Database Snap Pack that includes 
reading and writing to vector databases like 
Pinecone and OpenSearch, a Chunker Snap 
to break text into smaller pieces, and an 
Embedding Snap to turn the text into a vector.

 y LLM Snap Pack that includes OpenAI and 
Claude LLM Snaps to interact with LLMs, 
and a Prompt Generator Snap to create an 
augmented LLM prompt with the closest 
matching data from a vector database.

 y Pre-built pipeline patterns for indexing and 
retrieving from vector databases and for creating 
LLM queries that are augmented with relevant 
data/knowledge stored in vector databases.

 y Pre-built pipeline patterns for IDP use cases 
such as invoice processing, purchase orders, 
SEC report processing, etc.

 y Frontend starter kit which includes everything 
you need to get your own chatbot UI up and 
running in no time.
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